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Key Benefits 
• Universal Insight Agent 

gives you maximum 
visibility with a 
lightweight footprint

• Managed Next-Gen 
AV unlocks broader 
coverage to stop 
attacks before they 
happen

• Curated Endpoint 
Detections enable 
you to stay ahead of 
emergent threats and 
advanced attacker 
behaviors

• Unlimited IR by Rapid7 
Experts stops breaches 
quickly so you’re 
covered no matter what 
happens

SOLUTION BRIEF

Total Endpoint Protection 
with Managed Threat 
Complete
Extended visibility and real-time scanning to prevent attacks

Rapid7’s Managed Threat Complete instantly extends your team with an elite SOC 
for uninterrupted eyes on your environment. 

Built on Rapid7’s leading XDR platform, you get end-to-end coverage across cloud, 
endpoint, network, users, and more. And with embedded vulnerability management, 
SOAR technology, and unlimited incident response, it’s the most holistic Managed 
Detection and Response program on the market.

With Managed Threat Complete, customers are collecting endpoint data with 
Rapid7’s lightweight Insight Agent, staying ahead of threats with curated detections, 
preventing attacks with next-gen antivirus, and stopping breaches fast with unlimited 
incident response.

A lightweight, universal Insight Agent gives you visibility 
into endpoint fleets anywhere 

• Fast and easy one-time deployment of the Insight Agent is all it takes to 
gain visibility into activity on your endpoints. With a light footprint, the Agent 
won’t disrupt your wider organization, and is quickly deployed as part of the 
ISP included in your Managed Threat Complete purchase—giving your team 
endpoint coverage from day one.

• Threat and vulnerability coverage with one Agent—so you get expanded 
coverage without complicated agent management. 

• Automatic updates and versioning happens on your behalf, so you get the latest 
capabilities without having to manage additional configurations or deployments.

Prevent threats early in the kill chain
• Neutralize attackers with Managed Threat Complete’s next-gen antivirus. 

Powered by the Insight Agent, it detects malicious behaviors earlier in the kill 
chain so you can stop attacks before they happen.

• Prevent more advanced threats - going beyond just known IOCs and signatures 
to stop fileless attack and memory injection before execution.

• Unlock broader coverage through multi-layered prevention without any additional 
agent deployment—so you can drive consolidation without sacrificing coverage.
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PRODUCTS
Cloud Security
XDR & SIEM
Threat Intelligence
Vulnerability Risk Management

Application Security
Orchestration & Automation
Managed Services

To learn more or start a free trial, visit: https://www.rapid7.com/try/insight/

CONTACT US
rapid7.com/contact

High fidelity endpoint detections
• Stay ahead of emergent threats and the most advanced attacks with our 

MDR analysts leveraging an ever-growing library of critical attacker behavior 
analytics (ABA) detections to keep your environment safe from both known 
and unknown threats. 

• Detailed MITRE ATT&CK mapping within every Incident Report provides context 
and correlation of attacker TTPs, so you’ve got the detail you need post-alert

• Focus on the threats that matter—our MDR SOC uses fine tuned alerts that 
are validated by real-world attacks; any alerts passed to your team are high 
fidelity and worthy of human review.

Unlimited Incident Response to Extinguish Threats Anywhere
• Stop breaches quickly with unlimited incident response powered by experienced 

experts—if a breach happens, Rapid7 has you covered 24x7x365.

• Eradicate threats and accelerate recovery with Velociraptor’s industry leading 
DFIR framework, leveraged in the field by our IR experts. As a Managed Threat 
Complete customer, you’ll realize unparalleled threat remediation and resolution 
faster to keep your environment secure from repeat incidents.

• Leverage unlimited Security Orchestration, Automation, and Response to 
orchestrate custom response actions, or let our SOC analysts handle it all and 
contain threats immediately on your behalf with Active Response in Managed 
Threat Complete.

Unlock Better Security Outcomes with Stronger ROI
• Complete XDR coverage with endpoint coverage plus user behavior, cloud, 

and network traffic data in one place, giving your team a single, holistic view 
they can trust.

• Consolidation without compromise. Unify your security operations with a 
single trusted partner while still elevating outcomes. Your team can use fewer 
tools, fewer agents, and have fewer partners to manage with trusted endpoint 
security as part of Managed Threat Complete.
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https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightcloudsec/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightidr/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/threat-command/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightvm/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightappsec/
https://www.rapid7.com/products/insightconnect/
https://www.rapid7.com/services/managed-services/
https://www.rapid7.com/
https://www.rapid7.com/trial/insight/
https://www.rapid7.com/contact/

